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PREFACE
This dissertation is presented as an introduction to the theme
contained in my present works: The infinite order of chaos.
This written work represents my momentary conceptual realization of
the theme. I am certain that this realization would continue to evolve
into the future., however this paper mutually can only present my
current belief and conclusions.
There were many times of uncertainty in trying to produce work which
would relate to the correspondence between chaos, nature, and mankind.
Directly or indirectly. In the journey through the painting process there
was both discovery and rediscovery in the forms of technique and visual
understanding. Research into fractal geometry, chaos theory, the efforts
of preceding artists and by my personal experiences that have formed
my ongoing interests in the reinterpretation of nature. By exploring each
area, I have been able to see a clearer understanding ofwhat "To
Infinity"
means to my series of paintings in the visual section ofmy thesis.
COMPLEX DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
The theme ofmy thesis paintings is based on the theory of chaos and
the patterns left behind called fractals. To understand what a fractal is, it
must first be understood that there is a mysterious order of what is
referred to as chaos.
The weather is a phenomenon that we all share and can relate to. on a
given day it could be pouring down rain on one side of town while on the
other side of town there could be complete sunshine. Weather is
extremely unpredictable. It shifts quickly from moment to moment.
season to season. As much as a meteorologist would like to believe that
prediction is possible, there may be times when it can go awry. This is
because there are too many conditions and variables that could change
quickly resulting in a dramatic change in weather formation.
The weather is considered a "dynamical
system." A dynamical system is
a system whose state constantly changes over and with time. Systems
like weather are "complex, multifaceted, and are continuously pushing
and pulling creating irregularity and
unpredictability." (Briggs pi5)
Another example of a complex dynamical system would be a wave
crashing towards shore. The same body ofwater meeting the exact
geographical point of coastline can take on many forms.
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The same body ofwater can manifest itself into hurricane force.
All dependent on the variations in atmospheric pressure, temperature,
tides, seasons of the year, and of course the direction speed and force of
the wind. The wave is driven by a multitude of active "dynamical" forces.
In combination these forces are far too numerous to measure or
determine in detail.
In 1961 Edward Lorenz, a meteorologist at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology discovered that dynamical systems are affected by the tiniest
constituent. Not only are they very sensitive, these systems are
determined by their causes or points of origination. A volcano in Japan
could trigger floods in mississippi. Any issue or combination of issues
collectively can consequently create an impact on a major element of
nature. The consequences of a combination of natural manifestations can
create what theorist call chaos. Chaologists have labeled this the
"butterfly
effect." They conclude that even the miniscule thrust of a
butterfly's wings can affect our weather. Influences like these on such a
dynamical system are infinite on many if not all scales. They can go from
macro to micro. Lorenz's discovery hurtled researchers and scientist who
originally shunned chaos, to now study nature not as order but as chaos.
Why are complex dynamical systems so sensitive to conditions? It is
because they are subject to what scientists call
"feedback." For instance
the turbulence of a stream or the waves in the ocean causes feedback by
constantly folding in on itself. "Systems with a variety of feedback will
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undergo many changes (Gleick p.9)
Systems that undergo these major changes; like a speck of frost on a
bridge that explodes into a dangerous patch of ice; is an example ofwhat
is called a nonlinear system. Nonlinear systems are systems that are
unpredictable, unstable and seem to magnify themselves. "Nonlinear
systems behave nonlinearly because they are so webbed with feedback
that the slightest twitch anywhere may become amplified into an
unexpected transformation. " (Briggs p. 1 8 )
Dynamical systems are sensitive, nonlinear, unpredictable and can be
considered holistic. Chaos theory shows us that these systems do not act
alone. "Dynamical systems imply a holism in which everything influences,
or potentially influences, everything else - because everything is in some
sense constantly interacting with every thing
else." "So paradoxically the
study of chaos is also the study of
wholeness." (Briggs p.21)
DEFINING FRACTALS
In 1960, Benoit Mandelbrot, an IBM researcher discovered a new
type of geometry. This geometry deals with fractured, broken shapes.
Mandelbrot called this geometry
"fractal"
geometry.
"chaos theory tells the story of the wild things that happen to
dynamical systems as they evolve over time; fractal geometry records
the images of their movement in space." (briggs 22)
In short, fractals are the patterns and marks left behind by dynamical
activity. Fractal patterns are everywhere; trees, cracks in a sidewalk, an
ash cloud rising from an erupting volcano, frost forming on a window.
These are all signs of dynamical activity. So a fractal is the crack (pattern)
left behind by an earthquake. Fractal patterns describe our world
through its transformations and dynamical changes. "Fractals are images
of the way things fold and unfold, feeding back into each other and
themselves." (Briggs 25) Through studying fractals scientists have
discovered that fractal patterns repeat themselves on many different
scales. This is called fractal scaling. Take the Grand Canyon for instance.
one can easily see that it is a fractal pattern which resulted from an
immense dynamical transformation. If viewed from a plane one can see
it's jagged, fractured and sculptured quality. Seen from the ground, again
one could see these qualities however, in greater detail smaller fractures
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and jagged areas appear. Now say we are standing in the bottom of the
canyon looking down at our feet. Again, one can see an array of cracks
and crevices that look like minute Grand Canyons. Each magnification
reveals more more detail of the canyons rugosity. Strangely enough, the
fractal pattern is similar at all scales. Fractal scaling is coupled by another
pattern called self-similarity. This simply means that no matter what
magnification a fractal is viewed at, it's shapes seen at one scale are
similar to shapes seen at another scale. It implies pattern within pattern.
"Fractal images have led to a growing contemplation of our reality as
a place made up of worlds within
worlds." "Bend down to look at a moss
covered rock and you see a miniature mountain range covered with
trees, a microcosm of our larger landscape."(Briggs25)
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THE PAINTING PROCESS
The creation of the thesis paintings was a short but enjoyable twelve
months. There were moments of instant gratification as well as
frustration and doubt. The paintings imagery does have meaning
however its language lies mostly within the surface.
The choice of surface to paint on is extremely important. It must be
smooth, flat and rigid, canvas is not an ideal surface; having a texture
that is to elastic for the process. Hollow core luan doors are relatively
inexpensive and offer the smooth rigid surface needed for my process.
The shape of the door also interests me. doors are gateways , and
entrances; they are portals into another environment. Once the doors
are painted they lose some of their door quality, however I feel that they
retain enough body language to invite the viewer to step in. The doors
can also be hinged to form dyptichs and triptichs.
To begin the painting process the doors are placed flat on the floor
and leveled. The wood is now ready to be primed. Three liberal coats of
white gesso are applied. Any impurities on the surface are sanded out
between coats. Approximately 24-48 hours later, the surface is ready to
encapsulate my chaotic patterns.
The materials I gather are oil paint, odorless paint thinner, a large
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brush and a mixture of linseed oil and "Liquin." "Liquin" is a durable,
non-yellowing , fast drying , oil painting medium and dryer. The surface
is coated with a thin and even layer of this medium; the pigment is added
directly to it. This forms a transparent glaze. A very acidic color like
cadnium yellow is utilized first. This can cover the entire surface. This
first layer can be used to provide highlights and its gives the finished
piece an all-over luminous quality. Drying time for this layer, as well as
the layers to come, is about 18 hours. The next layer or glaze is done
similar to the first however less opaque. All of the thesis paintings have a
cellular, marble/ gemstone effect to them. This is achieved while the paint
is still wet. I take a clean brush and load it with paint thinner. With a
flinging motion, like a priest blessing his congregation, droplets of thinner
are thrown at the painting. When the thinner hits the oily medium it
pushes the paint out of the way; creating many holes. This is just one of
the many moments of instant gratification. These transparent glazes can
be placed one upon the other an infinite number of times. The more
layers applied the richer the painting becomes. They can also be
manipulated or incorporated into an image. In the thesis paintings oil
sticks and enamels were utilized between some of the layers; usually in a
chaotic fashion.
In the process of completing the paintings, I stumbled across
another process that lent itself to my fractal theme. In fact the process
was filled with dynamical intervention.
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When the oily layers discussed above dry, the surface is very sticky.
I experimented with painting on plastic and collaging the plastic pieces
onto the surface of the painting. The surface was so sticky that when the
plastic was pulled back up it would make a sound similar to that of velcro .
This discovery lead to the idea of transferring paint from the plastic to
the sticky surface of the painting. The paint to be tranfered had to dry to
a smooth hard finish. Enamels proved to fit that criteria. The thickness of
the plastic used was about as thick as the plastic one gets from the dry
cleaners. The plastic is placed on the floor and playfully wrinkled. Enamel
paint is then thinned down with paint thinner to a more fluid
consistency. Application can vary, however, I chose to dribble and fling
the paint into the wrinkles and folds. The paint eventually settles and
usually drifts to where it wants to go. After the enamel dries the plastic is
placed on the painting. It is then pressed onto the surface with a large
squeegee; the same kind screen printers use. When the majority of the
air bubbles are worked out the plastic is pulled up. what is left on the
painting is a splendid array of linear fractal patterns. At this point, more
glaze layers can be added as well as transferred layers.
The image making process usually comes naturally. I use what is
called the "automatic
method."This simply means that there is no
preconceived image in mind. The paint is layered, swirled and splattered.
Through the element of chance a shape or image will eventually appear.
The painting tells me what it wants to become.
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At some point the automatic method stops and the fine tuning begins. The
highlights and shadows are defined, and my attention is on detail. The
images tend to look like something you might see under a microscopic or a
satelite photograph. They are patterns (fractals) that are the result of a
chaotic process.
The surface of the painting is a clear plastic-like resin . The resin is
not only an aesthetic component, but being the result of technology, it
serves as an integral part of the preservation of the overall composition.
Because the surface exudes a thick, glass- like shine when dry, the
painting gives the appearance of an object being viewed through perhaps
a lens, magnifier or some technological tool. The last step in this process is
to create this highly lacquered finish. It is achieved with a two part
polymer resin. The resin is very similar to the finish on bar tops in
restaurants. Being an epoxy based resin, proper ventilation and a
charcoal mask is essential. Once again the painting must be level. The
resin is mixed at a 1 to 1 ratio and applied with a brush. It starts to cure
within 15 minutes, so it must be applied rapidly. Ifmixed properly, the
resin finishes curing to a clear hard surface in 24 hours. The doors can
then be hinged together to increase the size. Hung low enough, the
painting keeps the portal quality that the doors naturally have.
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INFLUENCE OF NATURE.
The thesis paintings have a vast array of influences. They have the
transendentality ofMark Rothko, the ritualistic approach of Jackson
Pollock, the automatism of the Dadaists and the luminesence of the
Hudson river school painters. These are all prevalent, however there is
one dominant influence; nature.
I have always been influenced in one way or another by decorative
patterns. It was not until recently that I could see the most inspiriting
patterns of them all. Patterns in nature are all around us. We see them
on a day to day basis. However, many of these patterns go unnoticed;
Simply because most people do not take the time to stop and have a look.
Before the thesis paintings, magnification played an important role
in my paintings. There was a deep interest in satelite photography and
electron microscope imagery. One afternoon I was photocopying a picture
of a satelite photograph of earth and a photograph of a microscopic image.
When the copier finished, the similarity between the two was intriguing.;
intriguing enough to prompt some research.
The search resulted in the findings in books on fractals, chaos
theory, and patterns in nature. The search also left me to believe that
objects are not what they appear to be. As humans we can not magnify
our vision without the use of a tool. We see things through the confines of
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our visual senses. For example, when we view a person, we see skin, hair,
and the hinted outline ofmuscle and bone. Behind this facade is a world of
self similar patterns that not only make up the human being , but also
make up our world. The series of paintings contained within my thesis are
not paintings "of something, but rather they are that something. They
represent the tangible form of a world that will always evoke curiosity.
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poems
CLOUDS ARE NOT SPHERES,
MOUNTAINS ARE NOT CONES,
COASTLINES ARE NOT CIRCLES, AND
BARK IS NOT SMOOTH, NOR DOES
LIGHTNING TRAVEL IN A STRAIGHT
LINE.
-BENOIT MANDELBROT,
INVENTOR OF FRACTAL GEOMETRY
NATURE
AS A FOND MOTHER, WHEN THE DAY IS O' ER
LEADS BY THE HAND HER LITTLE CHILD TO BED,
HALF WILLING, HALF RELUCTANT TO BE LED
AND LEAVE HIS BROKEN PLAYTHING ON THE FLOOR,
STILL GAZING AT THEM TROUGH THE OPEN DOOR,
NOR WHOLLY REASURED AND COMFORTED
BY PROMISES OF OTHERS IN THEIR STEAD,
WHICH THROUGH MORE SPLENDID, MAY NOT PLEASE HIM
MORE;
SO NATURE DEALS WITH US, AND TAKES US AWAY
OUR PLAYTHINGS ONE BY ONE, AND BY THE HAND
LEADS US TO REST SO GENTLY, THAT WE GO
SCARCE KNOWING IF WE WISH TO GO OR STAY,
BEING TOO FULL OF SLEEP TO UNDERSTAND
HOW FAR THE UNKOWN TRANSCENDS THE WHAT WE KNOW.
1875 1875
HENRYWADSWORTH LONGFELLOW
(1807-1882)
IT IS A CONSTANT IDEA OF MINE,
THAT BEHIND THE COTTON WOOL OF DAILY REALITY
IS HIDDEN A PATTERN; THAT WE- I MEAN ALL HUMAN
BEINGS- ARE CONNECTED WITH THIS; THAT THE WHOLE
WORLD IS A WORK OF ART; THAT WE ARE PARTS OF THE
WORK OF ART.
VIRGINIA WOOLF in A
Sketch of the Past.
IF THE EYE ATTEMPTS TO FOLLOW
THE FLIGHT OF A GAUDY BUTTERFLY,
IT IS ARRESTED BY SOME STRANGE
TREE OR FRUIT; IF WATCHING AN
INSECT, ONE FORGETS IT IN THE
STRANGE FLOWER IT IS CRAWLING
OVER; IF TURNING TO ADMIRE THE
SPLENDOR OF THE SCENERY, THE
INDIVIDUAL CHARACTER OF THE
FORGROUND FIXES THE ATTENTION.
THE MIND IS A CHAOS OF DELIGHT...
CHARLES DARWIN
Painting List
TITLE SIZE MEDIUM DATE
1.2515a 80" x 60" oil luan 1993
2. E5chD 80" x 60" oil luan 1993
3. IN73r 46" x 46" oil luan 1994
4. Detail ofIN73r
5. 50Wm 80" x 72" oil luan 1994
6. Fetp3 24" x 48" oil luan 1994
7. 023ct 80" x 72" oil luan 1994
8. Detail of 023ct
9. Ju6NC 24" x
24"
oil luan 1994
10. Tr3e
24"
x
24"
oil luan 1994
11. Rdw7
9" xl4"
oil luan 1994
12. Ad Infinitum
120"
x
120"
oil luan 1994
13.Gla6s
36"
x
54"
oil luan 1994
14. Root
24"
x
72"
oil luan 1994
15. Birchfeild
28"
x
32"
oil luan 1994
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